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PREFACE

This book has a two-fold purpose. First, to bring to-
gether (ch. 2,4) a small but adequate and orderly set of

evidentially-supported generali-zations on the basis of which

one could usefully consider the ongoing socio-economic

changes in our worId, and tl:e possibilities of a more humane

future form of society (ch. 315). Second, to present a

messagfe: that a step -- perhaps a necessary one toward

such a possibility in the development of viable cooperative

and employee-owned enterprises -- not based on profit maxi-'

mization -- within capitalist society ) ch. 7 ,8) . The two

purposes are interrelated. For to make the "message" of

ch. 7,8 seem anything but arbitrary and unrealistic, it is

necessary to show (ch. 5) that wnile capitalism was expanding

it was also relinquishing its profit-maximization form of

decision-making on various aspects of economic life, into the

hanos of givernment and public bodies. To understand current

developments in this wdlr it is necessary to describe capital-

ism (ch. 3) not monolithically but as a bundle of interrelated

social and economic properties, in whj-ch the basic criterion

is profit-making, leading necessarily to profit maximization.

To arrive at such a descrii:tion of capitalism and of its course

of change, it is useful to present (ch. 2,4) certain d,
methodological generalizations about how to describe societies

and their change.
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l. overvrew

The great productional success of capitalism, underscored

by the productional collapse of communism, is reached at great

cost: the poverty and poor conditions of parts of the popula-

tion, and the waste and pollution of the earth. In view of

tnis, the present book asks wether in spite of its success the

capitalist system will eno or cnange substantially in the fore-

seeable (though not near) future, and if so what are the possi-

bilities that the change will be towaro a more equitable and

nore circumspect social-economic system.

In the first place, we ask what processes if any are

leading out of the existing capitaiist socio-economic system

into a more or less different character of society. Industrial

capitalism, whicn characteristically involves a multiplicity

of self-initiating enterprises, each making decisions (that

ultimately determine production and consumption) based on an

expectation of profit (and in effect of profit maxj-mization) ,

has evolved tnrough many changes over the Iast several centuries.

Certain aspects of this evolution have been due to broad prob-

lems in making profit (getting resources, getting employees to

work anci for sufficiently 1ow wages) , and to the inadequacy of

the "chaotic" multiplicity of enterpriseS as framework for

needed common action (e.g., for creating a national economic

infrastructure such as roads, and more recently for basic re-

search in sciences relevant to production) .
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Tire resolution that has enabled capitalism to continue

and grow in spite of these problems has largely been to

leave them to government (and to a lesser extent to public

bodies such as universities, churches, scientists' associa-
tkr t "-Cter oct kqncl r

tions) which resolveo them by direct consideration ofl(produc-
sc.enS)  -

tion and consumption needs, F social control{ and not by

the highly indirect and complex criteria of expectation of

maximum profit. With this, parts of the domain of the profit

cfrf.erion are being relinquished to governmnet, and thus de-

creased "behind" capitalism even as that domain is being

increased "forward" by capitalism's expansion (geographically,

and into more areas of life).
Once this process is exhibited, one can see that there

are possibilities of a second, .different, way of relinquishi-ng

profit-criterion production, replacing it from below by produc-

tion decisions not based on profit maximization. Such possi-

bilities arise from the many ongoing changes in relative
profitabilit.y r or in convenience for the capitalist mode of
decision-maki.g, among the various industries (sectors of

production) and/or among the various individual enterprises
(companies) . Among companies, bankruptcies, inadequate profit-

ability, closj-ngs and sales for one reason or another, and

openings for new starts (new enterprises) are a constant

feature of capitalism, and may be expected to occur far more ',

frequently (especially in the old capitalist lands), and in

larger companies, as the problems of late capitalism increase
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(e.9., the rising costs of depleted energy and raw materials,

and of pollution-reduction; and the greater profitability of
production in third-world areas. In many such cases, employee

purchase of the plants or companies is a viable alternative.

Employee ownership, normally with hired professional business

and marketing management, can be viable even for industries

and companies that have become unattractj-ve to capital, for
tavoc

several reasons: creditors may |ts purchase by employees

rather than bankruptcy; banks may consider loans to employee

purchase more secure than to corporate raiders and junk bonds;
-.2employee-owny'ers can better weather depressions, etc., because

they can accept whatever livelihood they get at such times,

whereas/ capitalist owners would have to close or simply lose

money; employee owners may have more incentive to keep plants

up-to-date and to innovate since their fate is tied uniquely

to the products and customers of their company; employee owners
leqrn hoo *- ov€(Se€ .tl.e.\c hahattm<-nt

may\more adequately than is done in stock-owned companies

(where Lhe interests of the company and of its management do

not always coincide).

The fact that if there is any trend toward employee owner-

ship it, is more likely to develop in less profitable industries

and companies does not mean that it is relegated to unimportant
r

corners of production, for Ll anything it is more likely that

the humdrum essentials of ]ife will be the less profitable.
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Employee ownership is very rare at present, but it merits

discussion because future difficulties for profit-making

may open new possibilities for non-profit production.

We thus arrive at a possible basis for non-capitalist
production growing inside capitalist society, the more

easily because (at least in its early stages) it is not in

confrontation with the pure capitalist production but

rather a special-case complement to it. Although employee-

owned companies fit into the capitalist economy in that they

buy and seII in the market, and have to make a profit, they

do not share the capitalist fate in several respects: they

do not have to maximize profit; they do not have te accumulate

wealth beyond the needs of rej-nvestment; they have no conflict

of interest between owners and workers (unless they'begin em-

ploying non-owning workers); their business decisions remain

close to their production considerations; and they are less

susceptible to the vagaries of the stock-market, depressions,

and other features of capitalist conditions.

It appears therefore that as capitalism developS, it

leaves increasing decision-making behind it in the hands of

government and some public bodies, and it may come to leave

various segments of production decisions below it in the hands

of employee owners and cooperatives. These two differ from

pure capitalism in an important respect: they do not have to
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expand more or less continuously (and ff- to maximize

profit, but can make production decisions in a more or less

stable economy directly on the basis of production possibil-

ities and consumption needs. If capitalism comes to a time

when its need to expand is unsatisfiable, in part because of

the finiteness of the earth, these two together or separately

can become its partner or successor. Socially, they are very

ci.ifferent. Government as successor may well be oligarchic

with stable forzen social strata (with the remaining capital-

ists very possibly merging into the governmental stratum),

though it is not excluded that it might be democratic in some

degree. In contrast, the employee-owning and cooperative

arrangements would quite likely yield a democratic social and

political system effectively controlled from below.

The growth of employee ownership within capitalism is

certainly not in itself enoughl to create a democratic suc-

cessor to capitalism (or even a democraLic senior partner in

a mixed economy with capitalism). But though it is not suf-

ficient, it is necessary. For one can hardly imagine a demo-

cratic successor to capitalism unless a recognizable portion

of social production has moved into employee-owned and cooper-

ative decision-making before any large post-capitalist political

changes are reached. The failure of the Russians today to

establish any more egalitarian economy than an ordinary capi-

talist one, and the repeated failure of peasant revolts I
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to produce any important changes in their contemporary

economic and political systems, are examples of how hardr or
indeed impossible, it is for social upheavals to estabtish
economj-c systems other than such as are avairable to the

population at the time. we can judge that a cooperative

successor to capitalism is a possibility only if such

arrangements are sufficiently available within the capitalist
society of the time to make them extendj-ble then to a degree

that makes them the main form of decision-making on production.

There remains the question of whether capitalist society
will ever reach the poj-nt of major political changes, dt which

the avaj-labiIity of al,ternative decision-making forms becomes

relevant. But such a situation is bound to be reached, though

not necessariry at a single moment of crisis or upheaval: be-

cause capitalist decision-making will continue to undergo

dynamical changes, and is increasingly removed from production;

because the expansional needs of capitalism ultimately conflict
with the limits of the earth and with its growing population;

because the wastefulness of capitalist technology, unavoidable

in profit maximj-zation, pollutes man's environment and dis-
turbs his ecology; and because the reduction of capitalist
declsion-making in production will reduce its available wealth

and its influence in society.
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We cannot know which factors will become crucial Lo

social change, and when. But we can judge from the past that

any large systemic change will be in the direction of a more

humane society only if ongoing successful cooperative arrange-

ments exist in appreciable quantity at various points within

the then-existing society. The political implication here is,

first, that despite the view that any successor to capitalism

would be "socialiSt", it seems more likely that it would be

oligarchic; and, second, that purely political efforts to go

beyond capitalism (whether parliamentary or revolutionary)

may be secondary to more long-term economic and sociological

efforts.

A note on history: our knowledge of social forces and the

sweep of history have deflected attention from the detailed

conditions and motive forces of the component groups that act --
j-ntervene in social chanqe, the more so that in many cases

these actors fail to get (in the ensuing history) what they

were acting for. (8.g., in Rudd's The Crowd in the French

Re volution, OUP 1959.) An example is what succeeded and what

failed in the East European uprisings of 1989.

A more detaj-led analysis of the j-nterplay between history

and the specific actors in it suggests why the actors in social

history fail to get what they intended, and in what circum-

stances they might be expected to come closer to satisfaction.
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In effect, the argument in this book is that uprisings

can only transfer the main institutional arrangements of

society, from the existing ones to ones whose current avail-
abifity is of reasonable magnitude for the population: €.9.,
to no change in the medieval peasant revolts; to capitalism

in the uprisings of 5 lSth century England and France; to

statist communism in the Russia and China of the first half
of the twentieth century; and to "market capitalism" in 1989.

In the past, this has always amounted to transferring
power to a new df:-te, conductors of new and in some respects

more productive economic and social arrangements, whose ideas

helped predispose the social actors (whose own motives are in
the first place geared to their immediate interests) toward

historically important action. However, it is the concept

and availability of such new arrangements, rather than a new

dfite, which is the essential contribution, as may come to be

seen in the foreseeable future.
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2. Methods in Describing SocietY

Since the purpose of this book is to consider the possible

d,irection of change in the society of today, it has to deal

with the specific situations and actions that constitute both

its stability and its change, hence with the micro-sociology

of politics. AccordinglY, the discussion here wil-l avoid ab-

stract concepts, in favor of specifiable types or aggregates

of individual institutions and actions'

2.L. Occupational grouPings.

Descriptions and histories of societies suqigest that the

directly relevant entities for a consideration of social
olf4

structure ii not individuals and interpersonal relations, but

certain kind,s of (fixed or shifting) groups of individuals'

The physicological and psychological structure of the individ-

ual, and interpersonal needs, constitute universes of their

own. In contrast, the interdependences within large popula-

tions in respect to production, consumption and social life

have led to divisions of labor with attendent technology,

complex communication ancl art, communal knowledge and science'

and more or less fixed social relations. In these under-

standings and activities, the participation of the individual

is not arbitrary or entirely free, but is with or like others

of his subsets in the population ( for as long as he is a

member of those subsets).
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In the large and productively complex societies (not

counting societies in which extended families and moieties

constituted crucial social entities) tne relevant groupings

have been largely "occupational" in a broad sense, i.e., by

type of work in respect to production and to decision-making

o/ production and consumption (including in the latter the

economic and social "perks" that come with status and

prestige). There is in most societies and times a rough

correlation between status in respect to production and status

in respect to consumption.

Important conditions of life are similar in particular
0occupational groupings: income levej "perks", social status,

freedom of cnoife, opportunity for an individual to rri rrst

within the occupation (..9., within truck-driving as con-

trasted to within acting or medicine) , education, fat€ under

major economic-social crises and catastrophies (e.g., even

famine). In respect to many of these properties, there is
in many societies a rough grouping of these occupations into
a few socio-economic Ie^vels or "c1asses" traditionallv so\.

called, largely by status in respect to decisions over large

productional activities.

Among the advantages of analyzing in terms of occupation

rather than of "class" in general is the ability to recognize

that many individuals change their views and social character
v

after chanlng their relation to production and its decision-A
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making. Thus a worker who has become a top union official
(or even ;rerhaps a "professional revolutionary") becomes

occupationally a manager (or soldier) rather than a worker.

(More generally, the utility of the concept of occupational

groups is not compromised by unclear borderline cases. )

2.2 Political-economic systems.

Each of the major political-economic systems that is con-

sidered (primarily the capitalism of West Europe and North

America and the communism of Russia and Chind t" considered

here not as a monolithic system, ot as a single unchanging

source of economic societal power, but as a bundle of par-

ticular arrangements dealing with particular functions in

society. The various arrangements are in general intertwined

and mutually supporting, but, they can change separately under

d.ifferent problems and fofces (which is relevant to the

development and. future of 
"tfr"=" 

systems) .

Major function-fitling arrangement considered for this
purpose are:

-- What is the division into occupational sectors (how many

people in what work and living conditions; who gains and who

is disadvantaged)
gr

On what criteria deci-ons are made on production (when and

what) and consumpt,ion (how much to whom) ;

-- What is the basis of social power, and how individuals
enter into that status or leave it;
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-- How government and political power is structured to aid

in the production decisions, or to protect them by blocking

the disadvantaged or by alleviating detrimental effects
upon the population;

-- How the social institutions and public opinion are

affected or controlled by the government and the socio-

economic deci sion-makers .

In terms of these various function-filling arrangements,

and their changes, one can then analyze the strengths and

weaknesses (in respect to the physical and political environ-

ment, to people's acceptance, and to people's wants) of each

system, and its possible future course. Important as they

may be in themselves, ethical evaluations (the good and the

evil attributable to the system) are not relevant to the

future course except insofar as they affect the actions of

the victimfs of the system, or the Iike.
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3. Capitalist Decisions on Production

This chapter presents a particular way of describing

capitalism, one that will Prove relevant to the discussion

of changes that may arise from its own properties or from

the pressure of the population (in ch. 5).

3.I. The Characterizing Features.

For the present purpose, capitalism (whether commercial,

industrial or financial) can be described as a social system

of making decisions ultimately related to the availability

of goods: by commerce, production, control over property and

over money. The criterj-on for making a decision is the ex-

pectation of profit (as against the risk of faili.g). This

criterion is thus indirect: it is not based on the productional

use and consumptional needs for the activities that are decided

cy it; and important consequences will be seen to follow from

this indirectness.

A crucial additional ciraracteristic is the fact that the

domain of activities decided on is not closedr ds it is in

the limited and allocated control of land (and in some cases,

serfs) in feudalism. If one has the requisite materials or

money to make goods available, one can seek further areas of

conrmerce, production and consumption from which to make a

profit. Thus there are in principle unlimited possibilities

for making further profit (reinvestment) out of oners profits.
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To the openness of capitalism is related the fact that
entry into capitalist decision-making is not a priori re-

stricted to an otherwise determined set of individuals
(differently from birth restrictions in aristocracy, etc.).
Hence competition among would be decision-makers for the

same production-consumption (risk-taking) niche (market-share,

etc. ) is in principle open.

The combination of profit criterion, competi-tion, and

unrestricted domain (and the money-oriented character of the

resultant economy) leads to profit-maximization as an aggre-

gate feature of capitalist decision-making (over the whol-e

society) and as an ideal criterion for each decision-maker.

That is to sdy, who (in the aggregate) wins out in competi-

tion, and where investments are more widely made, depends on

who had maximal profit and wherein. The total amount of

profit is clearly greater if the capitalist makes decisions

not only on his own work but on the work of many other people

(his employees, workers) ; and aside from a few people in a

few occupations (entertainers, lawyers, doctors, inventors,

etc.) no large wealth (capital) can be accumulated in manu-

facture except through large nunlcers of employees.

The making of profit is a zero-sum situation. It neces-

sarily has losers: the employees (whose wages are a cost

against profit) , the customers (especially given "caveat

emptortr;; later, small shareholders vis-h-vis big capitalists
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and managers; in a oifferent wdy, the competitors. The ill
that is wrought to the losers directly, or via the waste of

-tde-
earth and^degradation of comity and culture, are not con-

sidered here except insofar as they lead to change in capital-
ism -- directly or via the opposition of the losers. So also

for companies' routine disclaimers of any damage they cause,

and strenuous efforts to avoid paying for j-t.

3.2. Dynamics of the System.

Profit maintenance and profit maximization lead to the

well--known need of capitalism to expand its domain: (a) intra-
capital.istically as by bankruptcies, crises, mergers, etc.,
leading to concentration ("Big Capital"); (b) into further
areas of^ people's lives (clothi.g, entertainment, much social

activitity); (c) geographic expansion for resources and cheap

labor (e.g., in colonies) , and for extension of capitalism to
new populations.

It has been suggested that the fact that capitalist suc-

cess is ex post facto (i.e., that there is risk of failure)
leads capitalists to over-try, i.e., to seek profits more

acitvely than they might if they were assured of some return

on their investments.

The need for profit-maximization created a need for more

products to make profit on, and higher productivity. This

created a demand by capitalists for more technology and
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innovation, and also for wasteful technorogy sj-nce virtuarly
all avoidance of waste is at a cost. rt also favored con-

sumerism (Veblen's conspicuous consumption) and obsolescence,

and production that could be wasted, beyond the needs of con-

sumptionr ds in extra peace-time weaponry.

The accumulation of wealth and power, as in Big Capital,
has positive feedback;f, supporting yet further accumulation.

This facilitated, for example, control over the sociar, politi-
cal and cultural institutions of society, and manipulation of
the economy (as in exaggerated advertisirg, or in use of
market research).

The indirectness of profit-carculation as a dgcider on

production arlowed the search for profj-t to be turned in part
onto the activitj-es of capitalism itserf, with profits being

made from various steps in the decision-making process and

from dearlng with the money involved in these steps. This

included the rise of the stock-market and corporation structure,
where the de facto capitalists are the top management (rather

than the owners of shares), both in incomes (including perks,

etc. ) and in decision power, with a frozen bureaucracy in
which the rise of individuaLs differs from the rise of entre-
preneurs formerly. The distance between decision-making and

production is greatly increased (e.g., with decreasing famiry

enterprises that have some commitment to product) so that the

bottom line remains as the sole consideration in decisions.
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The result of capitalist dynamics and of contemporaneous

developments is a considerable change in the process and

milieu of capitalist decision-making, which is readily recog-

riized if one looks at capitalism inr sdY, 50-year j-ntervals.

Distinctions have been made between early capitalism with

expropriation, rapid industrialization, major pauperization

of the population; and a middle period with internal and ex-

ternal expansion of production and market, and later improve-

ment in the consumpLion-level and personal freedom of the

workers; and a late period with increasing complexity of

capitalist activities and increased power of finance capitalism,

and with major innovation coming not in technology but in
4Lmanagerial and financi; manipulation.

3. 3. Stabilities.

The great success of capitalism has been its promotion of

technology (and basic science) and its prodigal use of the

earth's resources (both driven by the search for profit-maximi-

zation), which by the 20-th century gave the bulk of the

population (after much misery and struggle) a far higher

standard of living than before (though not so much a better

"quality of life") .

It also brought in (for various reasons) ideas of indi-

vidual civil rights, and actual improvements in personal

freedom and opportunity (for considerable, but not all,
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parts of the population). (Personal freedoms that are recog-

ni-zed in a society are a stabilizing factor for it; ones that

are desired but not allowed in a society are an instability

for it. )

The complexity of technology, the multi-layered capitalist

bureaucrdcy, and the uneven distribution of wealth' created a

Iarge network of occupations with differences in respect to

difficulty of work and to leisure, status, and income, which

leci later to various intermediate and bridging groups between

the sharp extremes of class in feudalism and in early capitalism.

The separation of powers between the economic and insti]u-

tional hegemony of capitalists and the political lear-l.er=irip lf

government which cooperates with it gives both of these greater

freedom of action, and it strengthens the power of them against

the anger ano opposition of the losers, which tends to be aimed

at one or the other according to circumstances (leaving the

other unscathed or in position to mediate).

3.4. Instabilities.

The nature, history, and dynamics of capitalist decision-

making leads intrinsically to important difficulties for the

system, the more so as it contains no negative feedback to

control the concentration of decision-making and of wealth.

The inherent problem is the long-range results of its
dynamical strength: Profit maximization and competition drives

for expansion, mergers, and constant activity, which may go

beyond the need to maintain a ruling class in positions of
power and wealth.
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The most obvious instability is that profit-takj-ng in-

volved a constant adversary position of employer to employee,

and hence frequent opposition and struggle on the part of

the workers. In reigning social and cultural institutions

inculcate, to a large extent, acceptance of the status guo,

but many and sometimes crucial difficulties remained for the

large employers.

The cost of capitalism is great, ds were the costs of

previous large class societies, in the growing portion of

wealth concentrated in the hands of a few. Although this
gives the ruling groups considerable power, the great dif-

ference in distribution of wealth does not promise stability.

Another problem is that the concentration of business
aro (!9e J

control, and conflicts of business interests r^opposition of

certain sectors of business (in particular small business)

against others (in particular big business), leading to con-

tinuing struggles within the capitalist world.

The in-principle free entry and multiplicity of capitalist

enterprises give a certain chaotic character to response in

the capitalist system, which on the one h1d providen greater

adaptability and quickness of response to changing situations.

But, on the other, while capitalism as a whole and its

various sectors have characteristic self-interest responses to

ongoing or changing conditions, they have no orderly process

of co-ordinating, organizlng and timing their reactions to
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economic problems, working-cIass oppositj-on, etc., or of dd:

judicating €rmong dj-fferent sectors of business: there is no

fixed hierarchy or specifically business parliament, and

such industry bodies that exists are sectional and advisory.

Capitalism and its business divj-sions do not even develop

directly the amassings and organizings of information that
could be of use in considering economy-wide and society-wide

'lt-
arragements, nor do they have any machinery to make and carry

out or enforce such wide decisions. Thus the same chancy

structure which enabled the profit-criterion to get established

within scattered spots of Lhe feudal- economy, stand in the way

of its addressing systemic problems.

Also, the same indirectness in respect to the productional

and consumptional context which characterizes the profit

criterion as a way of making production de,cisions makes
d

intractable in respect to some society-wile problems of

duction and consumption.

ir
pro-

3.5. Bypass via Government.

At various points when faced with difficulties such as are

noted here, the occupational groups with productional and other

economic decision-making power have had recourse to decision-

making by government (pure laissez-faire being an abstraction).

This is not simply a matter of government and the business

community (or Big Capital) being loosely "the samefr or "on the
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same side of the fence". In the early period of capitalism,

as also 1ater, governments often abetted the establishment,

operations, and expansion of capitalist decision-making and

profits by expropriation, by pauperization of the worker-

pool, by "pacification" of colonies in which companies could

operate, by financing or guaranteeing industrial infra-

structure (e.g., railroads), by suppression of worker opposi-

tion (machine-bashing, demonstrations, strikes, forming of

unions), by specific laws and regulations protecting and

aiding not only profit-taking but also profit maximizi.g, and

by a general Iegal stance in which sacrosanct "property" meant

indistinguishably ownership of resources and work-places for

employing others as well aS ownership of objects for one's own

use.

In contrast, there have been especially j-n the later

periods of capitalism many instances of government carrying

out its own decision-making on production and consumption and

related economic matters, added to or replacing capitalist

decision-making, ot limiting it. Some of these involve special

cases where the enterprise-multiplicity of capitalism requires

government intervention (for example, the grid-lock of freight

trains in *re eastfrn U.S. during World War I which was re-

solved by the government taking temporary control of rail

transportation). More important are large-scale needs of

production, or of pressure from the workers and poor, which
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cannot be met by the companies concerned either because they

involve profit reduction (e.g., pollution decrease; govern-

mental regulations on various industries; or in the case of

a partj-cular industry, rent control) r ot because they require

economy-wide arrangements (e.9., minimum wage) . There are

also questions of weighing against each other the interests

of varj-ous sectors of business: anti-trust laws; laws against

price fixing and insider trading; the detailed differences in

tax policy; permitting the leading asbestos company to declare

bankruptcy in order to avoid paying medical liabilities; the

"Industrial Policy" set up in Japanese government-busines

planning. Furthermore, there are some resource.and production

decisions so broad that government (or quasi-government) oper-

ation is natural (especially outside the U.S.): water, PTT,

roads, railroads, airlines, TV, nationalization of weak but

needed j-ndustrj-es (mines). Final1y, there are society-wide

population pressures that only government can meet: universal

suffrage, legalization of unions and strikes, progressi-ve

taxation, the welfare state, public health services.

The reason government can do such things while business

cannot is that while business is bound by its "bottom-Iine"

profit criterion, glovernment is free of that limitation (indeed

it cannot use that criterion j-n any relevant way) and makes its

decisions on the basis of the inescapable needs of people and

the physical possibilities for meeting th# or the like.
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Thus government affords a bypass for capitalism, whereby the

intractable problems of the profit criterion are resolved by
t

methods no^ based on profit calculation; thereafter capitalism

can continue on its way. llhat makes such a bypass available

to capitalism is the indirectness of profit calculation in
respect to the physical and populational realities of produc-

tj-on and consumption, so that when business is unable to act

appropriately there is always an alternative available,
namely the direct considering of needs and possibilities.
(Indeed, one of the reasons for the l99O Russian government's

inability to overcome the failure of communism's "command

economy" is that the arsenal of decision methods available

to the 1990 government is not essentially different from that

used by the command bureaucracy. )

What is crucial here is that no matter how pro-capitalist

the government is, and no matter how its resolutions of prob-

lems are intended to aid capitalism or return it to profit-

ability, the decisions which it makes are made not on profit-

criteria. If capitalist decisions are in the last analysis

based on profit calculations, then the government's deciding

of various areas in social-economic life means that those

areas are not, or are no longer, in the direct domain of

capitalist decision-making. Thus, while capitalism is ex-

panding into more of people's lives and into more populations

of the world, it is relinquishrng decision-making on various
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areas of production, consumption, and socio-economic life in

the capitalist populations; and indeed more so in the demo-

cratic welfare states of old capitalism than in the "naked

capitalism" of its recent expansion. The picture that results
is therefore less one of a rising tide covering the world

than of an advancing wave-front which leaves increasing areas

of non-capitalist decision-making behind it.
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4. Methods for Analyz:-ng Social Change

Before asking about the'possibilities for social change

in the system described abover w€ note a few methodological

conditions.

4.1. Continuity: It is c1ear, from surveys of many known

changes in many societies that there is considerable con-

tinuity in the forms of social life. Sharp changes, due tg

sudden physical or political events, usually affect only

some aspects of life; and the bulk of changes are gradual.

4.2. Internal change: Certain ch3ngg-potentials are inherent

in certain social structures (e.9., the possibility for
moneyed Romans to buy the Land of free peasants, creati-ng the

rural latifundia and the urban proletariat) . Such are, in

cne case of capitalism: the profit criterion (which leads to

capitalist expansion) ; the indirectness of profit-calculation

in respect to the production thereby decided, which can lead

to increased distance between the two, and also to the waste-

fulness of technology in the face of a finite world; the

increasing detriment to employees and customers due to profit-
maximization, which can only be overcome by technologic ad-

vance or by extra-capitalist (e.9., governmental) intervention.
These potentials contribute to the historical direction of
change in the society.
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4.3- Social forces: one can distinguish in a society what may

be called its overriding socia] forces, which affect its
stability and changeability: the ruling occupational groups,

if dDy, with their basis of power (military, critical position
in respect to prociuction or other life-needs, organization/,
outlook of the population) r the disadvantaged of the system,

with the conditions under which they can rise in opposition;
the avail-abirity of alternative social forms. rntra-social
struggles can weaken or temporarily disarm the social forces,
but cannot eliminate them.

4.4. oppositi-on: change of social-economic systems may arise
from the system itself (4.2) r ot from external pressures,
(nilitary, economic, or of the physical environment), or from

the opposition of the victims of the system. rn the latter
case, what can be best counted as elementary entities in the

course of social change is not individual opponents but their
acts (the individuals may later change r oy die, while the

effects of their actions may remain). Acts which can con-

tribute to social change are not those of each individual
alone (no matter how large the act may be for the individuar)
but types of actions which are being done at about the same

time by many individuals or groups reacting in paraIlel to a

conrmon situation, or acts carried out jointly by groups or

crowds (which may be different from what the participating

t-
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individuals would or could do alone). Consistency of indi-
viduals in their social actions is generally due to continu-

ity of their occupational position. Often, such group

actions are directed toward single issues, or overriding

socio-economic difficulties, that are common to many people

at the sane time. The groups whose actions affect the economic

(productional-consumptional) system and the related political
system are in general the broadly defined occupational groups

of 2.L.

4.5. Individuals: Although the decision to act and the carrying

out of action are done by individuals, individuals are small,

both in number and in direction, in respect to society and

social change. This limits the importance of the individual
in respect to actions for change, though not in respect to

ideas and outlooks about social change. It also limits the

importance of leaders. (Thinkers and leaders are different
occupations. Hence, while commentators and analys5ts look

for patterns and implications in political actions, and often

ascribe these to the leaders, the leaders in fact are acting

in the immediate i-nterests either of themselves personally or

of the ruling groups in the society. )

Inter aIia, lt suggests that in political action, the

end cannot justify the means: A revolutionary leader may have

high ideals and may then feel it necessary to create controls
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to push people toward the desired changes; however he dies be-

fore his ends are achieved, and what remains after him is the

apparatus of control which he created. Rather than the

Stalinist justification that "there is no white road to

socialism", this suggests that there is no black road to

socialism.

4.6. What induces action? For what leads to action toward

social change, one cannot assume that there is, or that we

know, a set of "real" interests of the people or specifically
of "the workers", etc. (e.9., to end poverty, to attain a

better 1ife, and perhaps freedom or ability to choose) . For
rthe/e are also subjective interests: what the various people

just think is good (given their upbringing), e.9., religion,
or respect for authority -- although these latter interests
may l-ose their for^ce as people go through "consciousness

raising" in the course of meeting stressful social situations.
(Note that while such interests as religion and nationalism

are subjectively "real" to the population, they are maintaj-ned

by constant input of money and of control; how they would fare

without this is not clear.) In any case, people's under-

standings, and existing social ideas and ideals (or new ones

growing out of people's experience or out of new would-be

6fites) , count here only as predispositions to action; they are

not generally direct determinants of action. In many situations
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immediate issues called forth or triggered by the situation

itself or by how it unfolds outweigh all others in determining

action. (cf. the work of Eric Hobsbawm, and of George Rudd.)

For confusions of interests in an uprising, cf. the relative

inaction of Russian workers in 1990, in contrast to the sharp

focus of the middle-c1ass-type rJcupations who were more

definitely active.
(L- zfA mjtor factor in opponents' readiness to act is their

knowledge of available alternatives, whether in standards of

living, in individual cnoice and freedom, in world-outlook,

etc. Without such known alternatives, opposition either remains

utopian and inactive, or bursts into ineffective action (as

with the Luddites) or into action that succeeds only in destruc-

tion but does not lead to any new situation (as with various

peasant revolts). In some situations an alternative may be

available only via a new 61ite operating a new socio-economic

system to their advantage.

4.7 . The course of change: In different situations, change may

follow different courses: a revolution ( sudden or not) , succes-

sive piecemeal upheavals, or long-drawn out sma1l though telling

changes.

There may be several, partly parallel, courses of change

in a society (largely, in the different political-economi-c func-

tions that constitute the existing system, ds in I .2.5), and

different changes may be of different magnitutdes. There may
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even be substantive changes in the economic and political
situations of a country without comprete replacement of its
ruling groups and individuals; members of the old ruling
groups may manage to locate themselves in the new system.

4.8. The direction of change: Several factors make for a

more or less consistent direction of change in a society,
over long periods. One is the change-potential, if dny,

inherent in the system itself. Another is the direction of
oppositj-on, determiled by wfat groups are the long-term

L f€]fltccts. Yet qnother {..ter iS +he 16.{uce c{ otte c\ 46ive rnc t eL-:--: '<s'!r rJ rn< rl<rr< ur qll<ltl1glv< hEtv/

victims, ;;A-i;;Faq.-+,-deET;AEIe sffi
arrangements, with possibly their own distinct 6lites (i.e.,
ruli-ng occupatj-ons) , for which room to take root and grow

can be found within the existing system. rmportant social
changes have been directed by the potentiarities of new

dlites, although they were brought about by the victims of the

old society acting subjectively in their own oppositional di-
rection with at most some additional ideals stemminq from the

new 51ites.
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5. Potentj-al1y Post-Ca?italist Developments

5.1. Ongoing Changes.

5.1.1. Internal to capitalism

Changes stemming from capitalist trends may run into
difficulties. One such type of change is the expansion into
more areas of ]ife, rn.rJlJnnor.rr'iti.:i:. "ruu=X such are

the Thatcherj-te privatization of water and imposition of
market conditions on university courses; attempts to impose

corporation-type management and controls on scientific re-
search work; attempts of the accountants' organization to

force museums to put a pri-ce on each of their objects; profit-
making hospital chains; proposals for privftir"a (profit-

making) prisons and schools; many busi-nesses)invasion of
privacy, such as telephone companies selling their directory
information to marketing coinpanies. Another growing difficulty
lies in the fact that some of the major recent governmental

aids to capitalism are not readily repeatable: Reagan's

weaponry budget, etc., which cost a near tripling of the

national debt; Thatcher's economic success, at a cost of over-

harvesting of the North Sea oil fields; the American bail-out
of the Savings and Loan corruption; also, recourse to major

war (often a crisis-solution) is more or less excluded now by

the dangers of atomic weapons.
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Greater problems are rising from changes in intra-
capitalist methods of deciding ownership and control, a1t

based on the j-ndirectness of profit calculation in respect

to the production and distribution thereby decided, and

mostly tending to increase this indirectness. These changes

are of many kinds: prices and assets are kited by unreal

sales and repurchases; huge enterprises are established by

means of highly speculative bank loans; "empires" are built
by holding companies and by pyramiding; major companies are

captured, merged, broken up, diversified by outsiders (e.g.,
corporate raiders) with the aid of such unreal funds as junk

bondsi managers gain ownership of their company by unreal

"leveraged buy-outs". These are changes in the profit process

itself, and many are at best dubiously 1egal within present

Laws of business, but the business communj-ty avoids confronting

them with any powers of its own (which it may not be able to
marshall) or with governmental action. The increased distance

(indirectness) between financial decisions and the production

which they decide carries potentialities of weakening the in-
dustrial success of these decisions. They may lead to more

failures of productional enterprises (witness the growth in
banks' "bad loans"); they make late capitalist production,

distribution, and services less "user friendly" and less

adequate; they weaken the feedback from productional and

consumptional realities; they reduce productional innovation
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in favor of market-manipulation innovations (advertising,

market research, etc.) and of finance-manipulation innova-

tions. More generally, the greater profitability of
financiar and market manipulation tends to reduce American

(and less so West European) investment in manufacture.

Finally, there are problems arising from the geographic

expansion of capitalism. For one thing, there is "colonial"
expansion of the o1d capitalisms' decision-making over new

popurations. First, businessmen used cheap labor immigrating

from third-world lands. Then, since third-world workers are

cheapter yet at home, and more controlled there by their
institutions and governments, and industrial pollution can be

more easily disregarded or covered up there, it has been more

profitable for old-capital corporations to expand or move to
the Pacific Rim or Latin America. For another thing, in the

spread of capitalism as a system, the o1d capitalisms have re-
cently promoted the introduction of capitalist decision-making

to new lands, under their own new businessmen (where , if any-

thing, old-world businessmen lost profits due to the new com-

petition) . Thus Japan was no "miracle" i its new capitalism
was planned and fostered by the American occupiers, and its
profits were made by sales in America and Western Europe of
commodies specifically designed for such sale, with trade

Iargely protected especially by America (despite dumping and

other unfairness of competition) and with Japanese product-
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improvement not met by serious counter-action in the ord

capitalisms. One gathers that this expansion of the

capitalist method itself is in some abstract way a tendency

(one cannot say a "goaI") of capitalism: i-t hurts the ex-

isting o1d capitalisms, but it promises in the long term a

larger scope for capitalist decision-making and opportunities.

5.L.2. Political spi11-over
i7 P"sBoth 

- 

of geographic expansion (the colonial and

the system-spread) carry possible political destabilizations.
The first ("economic col-onial-ism,,) :Ig involves old-wor1d

support for third-worId dictatorships (which keep their workers

in check) , but this is not stable: thus , lf lgth-century style
worker unrest develops in 21st century Asia, the reverberations
may be rarge. For the old capitalist lands, a middle-size war

(e.9., Korea, Vietnamt ot in the Near East) is not trivial
militarily or economically; and indeed they have tried to con-

trol- the third world by piecemeal economic and politicar pres-

sure, reserving miJ-itary action for the trivial cases (Falklands,

Grenada, Panama) -- but piecemeal methods may not always suffice.
rn the second g , of new indigenous capitalisms such as

Japan, the new players, untrammelred by tradition, do not quite
folIow the old rules, and may present serious difficulties to
the old capitalisms.

long-term trend toward

Furthermore, there wirl certainlt fqa'-=::g
"democracy" ff, whose
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form and strength may be destabilLzing for the a&nittedly

sick old men of capitalist democracy and electioneering.

A special form of geographic spread of businesses is

the multinational corporation. The great bulk of these

are still centered in a particular country (though the matter

may become more complex in the new European Community), but
aondl{iot's

they take advantage of tax and other b in various countries;

and some have gone as far as to say that "global strategy super-

sedes preferential treatment" for the workers of their home

country or indeed. for that country 
') 

tn general ("There is no

mindset that puts this country first"). Shou1d some multi-

national need lega1, political, or military protection from

their (original) home country, such attitudes may make it dif-

ficult to galvanize public support for governmental aid.

5.1.3. The physical environment

Perhaps the major blow to capitalist decision-making is

coming from a directj-on whj-ch no one expected fifty years

ago: the environment.

In the first p1ace, capitalism's use of its technology

is damaging human ecology in a way that is becoming increasingly

obvious and unignorable: pollution, gIobal warming, soil-deple-

tion (with other damages that may make agri-business and its

chemical base no longer feasible), health dangers from food-

additives, etc.
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Secondly, the world's population growth, accelerated by

medical advances wniffL populations (especially third-wortd)
4

are kept retarded economically and socialIy, has reach{the

point of taxing available production.

Third, the unreasoned, unplanned, unreviewed and essen=

tially wasteful technology of capitalism is threatening to
deplete the usable material and energy resources of the

planet (petroleum, rainforests, plant and animal species,

etc.).
Business cannot structurally consider these matters. Its

decisions are essentially short-range (to reach a profit in

least time) , and its bottom-line criteria cannot deal with them

(indeed most restrictions on wastefulness or use of alternative

energy, etc., involve a cost against profits) . Its day-to-day

decisions disregard or circumvent most environmental considera-

tions. Even governments (in capitalism) delay consideration

as long as possible.

What makes these considerations the crucial threats to

capitalism is first that the magnitude of capitalism's use

in beginning to confront the finite magnitude of the planet,

and second that manipulation, artifice (and military power)

which can save rulers from their ruled population are of no

avail here.
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5.1.4. Decline of productional knowledge

Business control of the instit,utions of culture, di-
rectly or through government, has decreased the support for
new knowledge, both basic and applied, as the importance of
manufacture (within capitalism) decreased, and as manrpula-

tion of the market replaced innovation of products. AIso

the increasing centrality of Big Business and its attendant

Big Government, favors central administration of science,

whi-ch is anathema to scientific advance.

5. I.5. Opposition from below

In the old capitalisms there seems now to be an endemic

underclass of third-world immigrants and local permanent un-

employed, together with a growing "unused capacity" of workers

which is a residue either of technological advance or else of

reduced manufacture (due either to third-world plants of old

capitalist companies, et to Western purchases from the new

third-world capitalisms) ; this has been described as the new

"two-thirds" society in which one third is left permanently
Tt e t€\\{er\cy ll .€-cucrJ

out, 

-leaving 

in the western (or northern)

world primarily the business occupations and their service

occupations.

Various parts of these unemployed populations may at dif-

ferent times and in different ways make trouble either for the

population that lives passably well in modern capitalism or

for the capitalists and governments themselves. (Note in part
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the English football hooligans of the Thatcher years, the

U.S. homeless of the Reagan years.)

Wrth these changes comes an increased polarization of

society. Extremists who were previously beyond the con-

servative mainstream (cf. U.S. eastern capital's opposition
ln s igt< r.t

to Reagan, Heath'sfopposition to Thatcher) are now main-

stream (cf. the "tefIon" treatment of Reagan, and The

Economist's support of Thatcher). At the other end there is

not only the fact of the outcasts of capitalism but also much

evidence of disillusionment and alienation of the population

from the institutions and the votlng process.

5.2. Responses of Capitalist Decision-Making

5.2.I. Relinquish behind

Because of the unrestricted entry into capitalist activity

and departure from it (by business failure), and the essential-

ity of competition and risk-calculation, capitalism as it exists

can neither police itself nor organize itself; the various in-

dustry bodies are sectional and primarily advisory, and do not

control the decision-making of individual enterprises. However,

as has been seen, capitalism can leave certain of its unresolved

problems to the government "behind" it. Increasinly, government

makes decisions that determine the way profit is made, and in

many cases how much. It determines the flow of money into the

economy, the tax levels and special windfall taxes. It also

determines many specific business decisions: laws as to whether
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companies can reduce their co-pension payments to their

workers; court judgments as to whether an asbestos company

can declare bankruptcy in order to avoid asbestos-injury

palrments which have already been court-imposed upon it.

Government takes over -- at public expense -- business and

production jobs which are too large or costly for companies:

the de facto corruption-based bankruptcy of the whole savings
,-€:t"" h o.\f

and loan "J-ndustry" in American at a cost oFffi a

trillion dollars; the almost unsolvable chemical and especial-

ly nuclear waste d cleanup and disposal. When the pollution

and depletion problems have finally to be faced, it will be

government that will have to take over virtually all decisions.

It is finally government, too, that decides how much of a

"human face" capitalism will have (i.e., that meets the needs

and pressures of the non-business population): both the Reagan

and the Thatcher governments tried virtually to eliminate the

welfare state, but neither was able to do more than roll it

back somewhat. When national governments do not act adequately,

l-ocal gfovernments have found that they can and must act. Al-

though at present government never goes far beyond what capital-

ism can treat as a bypass, there is nothing to prevent govern-

ment from becoming an equal or senior partner to business, if

business difficulties lead to the major decisions being made

by government.
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5.2.2. Relinquish below

Somewhat as the profit-basis and the enterprise-
multiplicity of capitalism make it difficult to meet in-
escapable needs of production or of the population, which

were then left to be met by the not profit-based and more

centralized government "behind", so in a different way

these properties of capitalism may make production locally
unprofitable or inconvenient so that it can be better left
(especially if it is humanly indispensable) to not profit-
based and less administration-burdened employee control
from below. This may be expected not only because of the

greater profitability j-n third-world manufacture (even by

old-capital companies) and j-n financial activity instead

of manufacture, but also because of great rises in environ-
mental costs, and the frequent shifts in profitability of
industries and companies. For example, it may well be that
many big companies will back out of increasingly Iow-profit
agribusiness, leaving much of the industry in the hands of
smaller, family or cooperative, farms which will be much more

attentive to their own land. Such backing out may happen

even if the company is stil1 viable, with customers, etc.,
but simply is not profitable enough. Bankruptcies, plant-
closings, and asset or company sales may provide major op-

portunities to employees who will otherwise be laid off, or
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to unemployed workers threaten"a (nV the decrease of manu-

rcc
facture) with dlslent into the underclass.

This opening for employees is likely because given the

"chaotic" feature of capitalism, the shifts will for the
<h',Fts

most part be gradual (especiaffy b due to environmental

changes), striking at the relative profitability of some in-

dustries and companies before others. AIso because the same

chaotic feature permits anyone to start or buy a company if

he can put together the capital. It is to be expected that

in some situations the creditors (including the leading

banks) and the customers may rather see the emptoye"f urry the

conpany than have it close, although i-n many cases banks and

others involved may oppose employee purchase for political

reasons.

There are important reasons why employees can make a

living out of a plant or service that is makj-ng little or no

profit. They don't need to earn a profit or to pay the over-

blown executive salaries or perks, over and above the employee

wages and salaries. In a depressed period they can operate

at a loss, i.e., at less than their ordinary take-home PaY,

whereas a business owner would have to close or else lose his

money. They can be expected to have far more responsibility

in the work place, attention to the plant and to the product,
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incentive to maintain quality and to innovate, and in general

to produce user-oriented goods, than is the case in ordinary
tud-Y

businessesl-- all the features which are used to explain (in
A

part) Japanese success. Employee-owned enterprises may thus

prove viable even within capitalism, and may become more ef-

ficient. They would presumabl/ have smaller production units

(in the face of recent suspicions that the massive factories

have been more a reflection of massive management than of

efficiency) . They would presumably also be less wasteful, and

tend to somewhat different and wiser technologies and energy

sources.

A11 this is on the premise that they can develop ways to

retain their employee character: They would in most cases have

to hire business managers, but not at exorbitant salaries

(which cannot be really required for the skills involved) ' and
{f/.a

under constant interaction with^employee-ownerst t"pta=untatives

(who of course must be rotated, and answerable to the member-

ship). They would have to avoid taking on non-share-owning
rQd<e

employees, because that woul-d soon -l-b any advantage

they have over capitalist companies.

Ideas and attempts of this type have arisen at many times

and places since the late 1800's (and earlier). The fact that

most of them have not long survived does not militate against

their survival possibility now, because we are now speaking

not of an idea for its own sake but of a possible response of
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tomorrow's businesses to unprofitibility and to a decline of
manufacture in the old capitalist lands.

5.3. The Successor to Capitalism

The Ii-tany of capitalism's changes and problems should

not be taken to suggest that a crisis of capitalism is around
1{'

the cory'er. Capitalism is still highly productive, and can

afford to throw with equanimity a trillion dollars to the

savings and loan businessmen in America. Also, it holds the

loyalty of a large part of the population of the old capitalist
lands, and the admiration of many people in communist and third-
world countries. Nevertheless, many serious difficulties are

developing, the'most inexorable being pollution and depletion

of the environment which supports human life. It has been seen

that the ultimate response of capitalism is to relinquish its
decision-making to forces behind it and perhaps also below it.
These two relinquishi-ngs have opposite political effects.
That to the government, behind, is clearly attested; and if it
becomes large enough to take primacy over capitalist decision-

making would usher in a stable non-expanding economy, in all
likelihood ruled oligarchically, possibly with the capitalists
remaining as a rich rentier class. The relinquishing to the

employees be1ow, if it takes place and continues to an in-
fluential extent would create the infra-structure of a stable

cooperative economy whose political expression would pre-

sumably be truly democratic and reasonably humane.
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Neither of the relinquishings, certainly not that be1ow,

would of itself change the political form of society. But it

would provide the existing alternative on the basis of which

the profit-making decision activities would be remodelled

when profit-making comes into massive crisis or when it can

no longer satisfy people as well as the available alternative

does. The suggestion to which one is led by these discussions

is that the democratic successor will not come to be unless

the employee-owned and controlled (largely cooperative) al-

ternative to capitalist ownership and control has spread

successfully to enough enterprises to constitute a visible

and viable alternative. It is not, then, that employee owner-

ship and the like are certain or highly like1y, but that they

are necessary for a humane successor to come about.

I-
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6. Change from Communism

v-51
This excursf is a version of history (not to deny

other versions) , selected for the lesson to which it leads

here.

The communist regimes, while using the rhetoric and

the theory of the advanced capitalist working c1ass, were

established in countries that were only partially capitalist
(Russia, China; also Cuba, Vietnam) . Perhaps because there

was no sufficient working class, Lenin and later Mao and

the others offered a revolutj-on not by the worki-ng class but

by a vanguard party of (more precisely, for) that class (even

though Lenin's initial rhetoric was in terms of Soviets).

(Cf ., e.9., A. Rosenberg, History of Bolshevism.)

In organizing the economy and the society, they created

(or had to create) a centralized planned "command economy",

conducted by a self-perpetuating party-Ieadership government

that used whatever force and propaganda was needed. (The

concerted opposition of capitalist governments to Bol-shevik

Russia does not explai-n its dictatorial character; granted

that their opposition was indeed to the basis of communism

rather than to Russiars military threatr dS is seen from

the intensity of the opposition in the inter-war period

when Russia posed no military threat.)

The result of the party dictatorship is that there was

noy' attempt to fit the new into the old forms within which
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people knew how to live t ot to know how the people felt or

how the programs were succeeding. Nor was there any theory

that accorded with or "justified" what was being done (other

than empty uses of Marxism).

Almost all communist regimes made major economic and

social improvements. And at least in Russia, industrializa-
tion was achieved (roughly up to Stalinrs death), though at

1 e rhe. ps
great cost in human life and in standard of living (but,^not
Y!1o l. e
i|I so than in the industrialization of England or in the

building of the American railroads, mutatis mutandis for aII

the differences i-n time and situation) .

Thereafter, developments toward higher standards of

living and greater civil rights (or lessl civil wrongs),

which had taken place in the o1d capitalisms, did not take

place in Russia, China, etc. This was presumably the case

because the command structure (and the fact that it constituted

both the economic and the political organization of power)

could not fit. a consumers' and choice-based economy. The

bureaucracy could not modify or weaken itself: Khruschev tried

somewhat and failed, Brezhnev didnrt try, Gorbachev has not

succeeded so far nor has post-Mao China. (the fact that the

"liberalization" of capitalism was in process from the late

I9th century is not irrelevant, because the Russian leaders

knew the history of capitalist development: cf. Trotzky's
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"combined development". But the communist structure did not
permit it, and has blocked it so far.)

Disaffectr-on at the poor consumption level and the rack

of human rights grew in the population, the more so that
whereas the pauperized English workers of early industrial
capitalism could only look to the past for something better,
the communist popuration could look at their capitalist
neighbors. Finally, the inability of Russia (and more weakly,

China) to produce adequate consumer goods, either of itself or
in response to the popular disaffection, red the top echerons

of government to try to change the production system toward

the capitalist one (the only one known or available) , but

without giving up their power (perestroika) .

However, neither Russia nor China were able to change,

blocked by the bureaucracy and by having for decades no con-

sideration of modifications or changes in production and social
life (far less change than capitalism -- for good or ill
in the same period) . Even glasnost failed to bring enough

pressure from the population to change the command procedures

(as in a different way the cultural Revolution had failed).
Gorbachev therefore had to turn to ending the cold war, in
order to reduce the Russian military burden and to gain tech-
nologic help from the United States (and perhaps Germany).

This in turn removed the Russian military shield from the

Russian puppet communist regimes, reading to the East European
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populations I immediate and total rejection both of communism

and of Russia.

Gorbachevrs insistent efforts to change the Russian

economy finally roused in Russia too a strong demand for a

capitalist "market economy" with privatization. As in the

case of East Europe, and differently in china, the demand

was made most sharply by potential middle class erements

(would-be businessmen, students) but with a considerable

working-class following especiarly in demonstrations and

voting (i.e., not in the work-place situation) . At the same

time, workers voj-ced resentment against the accumulation of
personal weal-th, and against the "cooperatives" that communist

bureaucrats (as also in china) quickly formed to carry out
managerial- or mercantile activi-ties and become rapidly rich,
and certainly against unemployment and the other costs of
transition to capitalism. (rn china, czechoslovakj-a, and

el-sewhere the middle-class elements disregard all such hesita-
tions.) The workers have been relati-veIy ine:t in the transi-
tion. rn the great miners' strike in siberia, during the

formation of the new parliament, the workers made strong de-

mands about their work conditions, but did not demand a general

reorganization around workers' councils. (As an example of
worker non-capitalist attitudes and of the communist bureauc-

racy positioning itself to be capitalist entrepreneurs and
e

managersr'not the NY Times report of oct. 7, 1990 that the
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Rumanian (communist) government will dismiss "thousands of
managers elected by workerst committees after the December

revolution. The economic minister asserted that most of
the managers ract like union representativesr."

rt is crear that many Russian workers want the end of
the communist command economy but not a capitarist take-over.
But they know of no alternative. Neither the communists nor

the working-class opponents have considered or tried any

cooperative or other arrangements of organizing production

and consumption (indeed, they could hardly have aon^eso). As

to the change-minded top leaders, they seem not to (or not

to be ready to) use any structuring from below, even after
several years of floundering between the unacceptable command

economy and a feared and undesired complete capitalism. The

catastrophe of communism has id present dimension because no

other ways are known or even marginally available.

f
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Cooperative Production

7 .L. Non-profit Production

rf in various situations capitalism can relinquish
profit-based decision-making to other modes (where the pro-
duction involved either has to or can continue, to fill
needs) , the question is: can non-profit modes arise and

succeed here? (By "non-profit" is meant no profit needed

beyond costs -- which includes sararies and re-investment.
rn particular, there is no absolute need for maximizing the
amount of profit, which can be attained only through em-

ploying people who do not fu1ly share in the profits. )

7.2. Survey of the History and the ldeas of Non-profit production

A brief criti-caI survey of participant decision-making

and ownership in production, chiefly: the owenite colrectives
(incruding in America), sorel's syndicalism, the English shop

steward Movement of the '20's, rtalian workers-operation in
1920, German ArbeiterrHte, the Kibbutzim, the promise to
establish productional soviets, the yugoslav governmental

workers' councils, chinese collectives during the Japanese

occupation, the catalonian corlectives during the spanish

Civil War and the cooperatives there in the 'gO,s (e.g.,
Mondragon) , the German lr{itbestimmung after worrd war rr,
the non-bolshevik left's discussions of workers' councirs

0
(Pannekoek, K/rsch, Autogestion) . Discussion of failures

t-
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and of limited successes, with note of the unpopularity of

cooperatives today in Russia and China (because of the

character of the Kolkhoz, and the fake cooperatives now set

up by management people and leaders I sons) .

7.3. Types of Participant Control in Production and Distribution
A brief but not cursory survey of recent and current

attempts and enterprises:

Member cooperatives, especially in food distribution,
Moves to put work conditions in the hands of workers'

democratic decision-process (even j-f under management veto),

Moves to have employee representatives on the company

board (with consideration of access to information botf for
the representatives and for the workers, rotation of represen-

tatives, workers' control over their representative) .

Share-owning for workers (and how to use it) , e.9., in
exchange for wage and condition concessions.

Employee purchase of their company, with some discussion

of small and large costs. The ESOP program in America (cf.

National Center for Employee Ownership in U.S., and L.O. Xelso).

In addition to Weirton Steel- and Avis in America, the attempts

of employees to buy airlines in difficulties (United, Eastern,

TWA), the not-wholly-serious proposal to buy the Greyhound Bus

Lines (only nation-wide bus line in the U.S.), the Barcelona

small cooperatives of the '80's with local government help.
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Producersr cooperatives (not counting marketing cooper-

atives in agricurture, which have a different purpose and

character) .

Self-help credit unions (building-and-1oan agencies,

etc.) within unions. (Nation-wide financial instruments

of unions, e.9., in turn-of-the-century Germany had a dif-
ferent character and history. )

Pension Funds. union pension funds (under government

regulation in the u.s.) are among the largest financial
entities in America. Recently there have been cal1s for
them to have representatives on the boards of companies

in which they are major investors, with a view to infr-u-
encing decisions relevant to labor. (The Teachersl

pension fund, TrAA, allows for members' preferences'as to
where it invests.)

7.4. Support within Capitalism

The entry of non-profit production does not require
a one-t,ime socj-ety-wide replacement of the existing profit
criterion, but sporadic occurrences in various special
circumstances. Exampres of such special circumstances

that favor employee-ownership, new cooperative enterprises,
and the like are:

-- when a national or local government is threatened by

waves of bankruptcies and a looming depression, or wants to
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save a particular industry (e.g., coalr or agriculture) or

even a particular companyi

-- when the whole population of a more-or-less one-company

town wants to save that company for its own economic welfare;

-- when creditors, the loaning banks, or even the suppliers

and customers of a company in difficulty, would prefer it to

continue rather than bankrupt or close;

-- when the employees would be willing to pool their savings

and to take major losses in wage and hours, in order to keep

their jobs to keep open a plant which would otherwise

bankruptr or close, or move elsewhere;

-- when a major and humanly needed industry is becomj-ng

not profitable enough to mai-ntain capitalist investmfd €.9.,
large-scale chemical based agriculture in America today

(this possibly because of the very ways that the industry had

been operated in order to meet the criterion of profit-
maximization) ;

-- when for economic, labor-relations, or other reasons large

corporations want to divest themselves of particular plants

or outlets (shops) r ex want to break-up their massive manu-

facturing system into separately accounted or separately owned

facilities (or subsets of plants);
.^

-- when the government (under anti-tfrust laws) or otherv
factors force the break-up of industrial giants into independent

companies (in different sub-industries or regions);
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-- when a separated or discriminated community has to be-

come more self-supportingr or more productive, without

being attractive to capitalist investment (e.9. ' the

American Black self-help movements of the past and of re-

cent years);

-- when a new and capitalistically not very attractive area

is opening up for increased production.

In any case because of the chaotic character of capital-

ist enterprise, there are almost always interstices that have

not been filled either because of disadvantages (e.g., low

profitability) or because they involve conditions and com-

mitment which deter entrepreneurs.

7.5. Viability.
f AVCf

Some considerations that h viability, even within

capi-talism, of non-profit production have been noted in 5.2

above. One might add that the reduced distance between

decision-making and production-realities (&s against the in-

creasing indirectness in late finance capitalism) means not

only fewer middlemen (including overblown white-collar staffs)

and so lower costs, but more importantly more resilience to

vicissitudes of nature and of the market, and closer respon-

siveness to the conditions of production, the needs of pro-

ducers, and the wants of the consumers. It is relevant here

that the purely money cost of capitalism is very high both in
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tremendous wealth piled up by the capitalists and their
institutions, and in the vast non-productive occupations,

as well as in the wastefulness of capitalist technology.

Non-profit production may be efficj.ent and cheaper.

There are also greater difficulties in some respects,

e.9., in seasonal and other contractions and expansions in
the size of work-force needed (1ay-offs, temporary and

part-time workers). This problem may sometimes be met by

dj-versification of product or by inter-j-ndustry borrowing

of workers.

It is also to be expected that capitalist competition

and political conservatives wiIl attempt to weaken or destroy

non-profit enterprises. One would have to meet such attacks

and to utilize the support available within the existing
society (4 above).

7.6. Growth.

One has to consider on what basis and in what ways

and how far the amount of non-profit activity within
society's production may be expected to grow.

7.7. Maintenance of the Non-profit Character.

Even if non-profit production becomes established here

and there within capitalist society, there are many dangers

of its losing its character as an alternative to production-

for-prefig. To the extent that non-profit enterprises have

I-
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to hire outside business managers, they may become the

captives of the decisions and salary demands of the managers.

The elected representatives and managers coming out of the

working members may develop personal interests at variance

with those of the group, and may find ways of devel-oping a

position of power. The need for occasional or long-term

extra workers, and the potential for making profit out of them,

may lead to capitalism-Iike employef= by the side of the work€r-

members. The *"*u..!l:ff temporarily in business positions

may succurnb to corruption from their suppliers or their
customers.

apStructpral conditions and regulations would have to be

developed to preclude these possibilities, and it would be

necessary to watch for needed corrections to such regulations:

e.9., constant adequate and clear information on the problems

of the enterprise and on the activities of all people in

managerial and money-involving posts; rotation and provisions

for recall of people in those posts; instructj-on within the

group (as desired) on business and other "outside" matters of

the enterprise.

7.8. Relevance to Social Change.

In considering the r"f!"n." of non-profit production to a

more humane social environment, we have to ask first what

factor makes possible the less humane features of other
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societies. Among the main such factors are the society-

wide employment for profit (more precisely, the fact that

most people have no real possibility of earning a liveli-

hood except by accepting employment), with the decisions

being made almost entirely by the employer (almost every

gain to the employee constituting a cost to the employer),

and raith the choice Qnd ability to wait without choosing)

being far lesser for the would-be-employee than for the

employer. A related factor is the wealth which the employer
u'j € \t't)a i{

accumulates out of profit, and his ability to give^jobs,

whichgivethebigemp1oyers,andthoseinthetopr#?

-- 

eGhelon of the capitalist decision process, great

infl-uence over the actions, and even the understandings, of

social institutions and of the population in general.

In view of this, the existence of growing viable non-

profit production would first reduce the power of capitalism

and its institutions, and reduce the dependence of the popula-

tion on them by offering an alternative; and second it would

provide the population with an alternative way of deciding

and organizing production, something which could replace some

or all of profit-maximiz:-ng decision-making in the event of

overwhelming capitalist crisis or of major social upheavals.

In sum: The growth and viability of non-profit production

is not assured, but has reasonable possibilities. And its
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maintenance of a non-profit character is not assured, but

one can work for it. What is almost assured is that when

the existing capitalist system begins to change massively,

the development of a more humane and democratic society as

its successor will have litt1e chance unless wide-spread

forms of non-profit production exist to which the public

can turn.
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8. Socio-Economic Grass-Roots Activism

l. PIan of the ChaPter.

This chapter will deal with actions and attitudes i tha.l
1/oppos#- - conditions of life in capitalism, arranged by

content (i.e., what the actions oppose) and by form (i.e.'

how the actions are organized). The survey will follow the

distinction made in Chapters 3, 5 between relinquishing de-

cision-making behind (to governments and public bodies) and

below (to the workers involved). In content, the distinction

is made between (a) society-wide issues such as conquest of

power (by revolution or by etection) or spreading a general

radical "mindset", aS against (b) single-issue and local

needs or particular problems such aS consumer protection and

opposition to the influence of wealth on politics and insti-

tutions. In form, the distinction is between (a) society-wide

organizations such as political parties or mass demonstrations,

as against (b) voluntary grass-roots efforts (local or wide-

spread) to oppose something or to actually carry out Some new

socio-economic arrangement. In issues and in form, (a) above

conforms to the potential for a governmental Successor to

capitalism (which may turn out to be at least partially

democratic, but will more likely be a stable oligarchy) '
while (b) above conforms to the potential for a cooperative

and essentially democratic successor to capitalism controlled

from below. The grass-roots activism may be Seen as a parallel

development supportive of non-profit local production.
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9. Indications from the Historv and

Theory of Social Change.

In analyzing a society, the Jplerierrc" of other societies
(including the past of the same "i"i"ar, has to be considered,

because there may be some widespread properties of social

structure and social change relevant to the given society.

(Even the over-all course of social development of the human

species may be not without some implications as to the pos-

sibilities of development in a given society. ) Such considera-

tions must, obviously, be critically controlled for possible

relevance to the given soci-ety.

A major difference between the succession after capitalism

and that after previous societies may be that in the past poten-

tial new dlites either moved into the directing (ruling) position

almost by default with the failure of the previous economic-

political system, or else supplied some additional attitudes and

direction to the energy of upheaval in the Cissatisfied ruled

population. Given the technology (and educational level of many

people) of today it is conceivable that the growth of non-profit
production which is allowed for by the "chaotic" structure of

capitalism (increasingly in its coming difficulties) will per-

mit the building up of a democratic system of production inter-

relations directed from below. This in turn would promote a

corresponding political system.
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Brief surveys will be offered of some relevant history
and theory.

Note is made here of only a few of the most relevant

historical areas:

Conditions of Life, including the economy and government,

preceding capitalism and upon its entry (e.9., tsraudel) .

History of capitalism and analysis of working-class response

(esp. , G.D.H. Cole, Eric Hobsbawm, George Rud6) .

-- l\naLyses of how social forces play out politically (e.9.,

A. Rosenberg, Birth of the German Republic).

Detailed description of current capitalist economic structure,
and related social and political condj-tions (a tremendous

literature) .

Theories of social change and, in particular, of capitalism
and its working class have introduced many of the methods and

observations presented in the preceding chapters, although

assessments of the current situation have to be made afresh

from time to time.

The structure of capitalism (Adam Smith, Ricardo).

Later developments in capitalJ-sm (Keynes, Joan Robinson).

Sociological analysis of capitalism and its working class

(Marx, Rosa Luxembourg, A. Pannekoek, Karl Korsch, Paul

Mattick) .


